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trusts and it was not known who controlled them. The bid died on
the spot. The issue for us was usually money – not death.
Nevertheless, given that most of our investigations involved
using confidential sources from intelligence services, police
forces and businesses all over the world, we were an obvious
choice for a job that brought together the Vatican, the mafia and
the pseudo-masonic lodge known as P2. The Calvis had little
reason for confidence in the British authorities: in 1982 the City
of London Police spent just two days investigating, then issued
a statement saying there was no reason to suspect ‘anything other
than suicide’. A one-day coroner’s inquest in July 1982 accepted
the police version. The family was shocked. So much information
militated against suicide that, in his appeal to the High Court for
a second inquest, George Carman QC called the verdict a miscarriage of justice.
The High Court agreed, and a new inquest began almost a year
after Calvi’s death. One witness was Professor Keith Simpson, the
pathologist who had performed the original post-mortem examination. He told the court it would have been easier for men on
a boat to have hanged Calvi than for him to have killed himself.
Others gave evidence that left suicide looking a very shaky verdict.
After two weeks of testimony, though, the inquest returned an
open verdict, there being no clear evidence of murder. It was
progress, but from the family’s point of view, not enough: City
police continued to claim that Calvi had killed himself.
Then, in 1991, I was asked to test the feasibility of an investigation on the family’s behalf. I agreed – but as a former American
Secret Service agent based in Rome told me, ‘Taking this case on
would be like dancing in the mouth of the wolf.’
So we began to dance. It was the start of a two-year journey that
ended with my commissioning the re-enactment of Calvi’s last
hours; with a nocturnal boat trip from a little-known slipway on
to the Thames; and with evidence of murder. Roberto Calvi may
have been God’s banker, but he had supped with the Devil.

▲

hen dead men speak their sons listen. Carlo Calvi
has spent more than 20 years listening to his
father’s ghost, fighting to prove that Roberto
Calvi’s macabre death in London was not suicide. The struggle has cost his family millions and occupied
lawyers and investigators around the world, of whom I have been
one. Indeed for two years I conducted investigations on the family’s behalf, heading a team of up to 30 operatives, and the work
we did may yet become crucial in proving the case for murder.
Roberto Calvi – known as God’s banker – died in London on the
night of 17/18 June 1982. He was found hanging from scaffolding
under Blackfriars Bridge, and since then speculation about those
responsible has ranged from mafia hit to masonic conspiracy.
What the Calvis have never been able to accept is the City of
London Police’s insistence that Roberto Calvi took his own life.
At the time of his father’s death Carlo was a 28-year-old
employee of his father’s bank, Banco Ambrosiano, by then the
largest private bank in Italy. Since 1987 he has been living in
Montreal; he is a small, lithe man with an athlete’s build. His
mother Clara is in a nursing home there; although forced into
a wheelchair by Parkinson’s disease, she is mentally alert. Now, at
last, their arguments are being taken seriously: in July this year
four people, a mafia don among them, were formally named as
suspects by Rome magistrates in connection with Calvi’s death.
My introduction to Roberto Calvi’s life and death came in 1991
– nine years after the banker’s body was hauled down, his moustache inexplicably gone, stones and bricks stuffed in his pockets
and down his trousers.
I was working in London for an American investigations company. Our clients were international banks, major law firms
and multinational corporations. Our work focused on hostile
takeover bids or litigation between large companies. When, for
example, Robert Maxwell launched a hostile bid for an American
publishing company, we explained that his money was in offshore
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A new inquiry has been ordered into
the death of Roberto Calvi, who was
found hanging from Blackfriars
Bridge in 1982. Jeffrey Katz
explains how his work as a private
investigator helped bring this about

The underside of Blackfriars Bridge,
where the body of Roberto Calvi
(inset) was found on 18 June 1982
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arlo Calvi recently described his father to me as ‘a hard-working the forensic investigation and scouring records for leads. It lasted two
man who was not equipped to deal with the political world. When
years and took me on the trail of bizarre stories that included, for
the bank started to grow in the 1970s he made some very solid deciexample, the vicious murder of an Italian drug dealer in the Holland
sions. But he was a bit naive, a bit of an outsider.’ The hard truth is that Park area. But eventually I worked out what I believe happened on the
the ‘outsider’ let himself fall into a very murky world.
night of 17 June, when Calvi was last seen, leaving Chelsea Cloisters, the
Calvi had established three relationships which led him to riches, serviced block of flats in west London where he had been staying.
power and violent death. The first was with Michele Sindona, a Sicilian
The most compelling evidence came from new forensic work I comwho owned banks in Italy and Switzerland. It was Sindona who taught
missioned. Specifically, I asked Angela Gallop, a former Home Office
Calvi how to create offshore company structures. It was also Sindona scientist who now heads Forensic Alliance, Britain’s largest private
who introduced him to Archbishop Marcinkus, a Chicago-born prelate forensic laboratory, to undertake a review of the original forensic
who in 1971 had become head of the IOR, the Vatican bank. Marcinkus work and to re-examine whatever evidence remained. To begin
is reputed to have told one Pope who questioned his financial dealings: with, we located and re-erected the original scaffolding, which had
‘You can’t run the Church on Hail Marys.’
been preserved by the building contractors
Sindona also introduced Calvi to the third
J Murphy & Sons Ltd. Then we sought Carlo
A stuntman plays the part of Calvi in
man: Licio Gelli. On the surface, Gelli was
and Clara’s assistance.
a reconstruction of the banker’s death
a Tuscan businessman, but secretly he ran the
Calvi, we knew, had his shoes made by
infamous Italian neo-masonic lodge P2 – effecLobb’s of St James’s; indeed, he had several
tively a shadow government composed of
identical pairs. The family provided a pair
nearly 1,000 people, including ministers,
that he had not worn the night he died.
senior military figures, businessmen and newsA man of Calvi’s height and weight put on
paper editors. One of its members was Silvio
the shoes and shimmied along the scaffoldBerlusconi, now the prime minister of Italy.
ing – as Calvi would have had to, to reach
At Gelli’s invitation, Calvi was initiated as
the point where he was found hanging.
a member of P2 in 1975. By that time Sindona
Then the shoes were removed and
was on the run from Italian police following the
immersed in water – Calvi’s body had spent
collapse of one of his banks, and Calvi had
most of the night with the Thames up to its
bettered his tutor, creating offshore structures
chest. After the shoes had been left to dry
in Luxembourg, the Bahamas and Panama. By
a stiff brush was applied to the soles. Placed
1974 Calvi had replaced Sindona as a financial
under a microscope the soles could be seen
adviser to the Vatican.
to retain specks of rust and paint from the
The good times were not
scaffolding. The shoes Calvi wore on the night of his death had been
to last. In 1978 a team of Bank
kept by the police: when they were examined in the same way, there
of Italy inspectors produced
was no evidence of the shoes having been on the scaffolding.
a report accusing Calvi
The conclusion was clear: if Calvi didn’t walk on the scaffolding, then
and Banco Ambrosiano of
someone must have put him there.
violating exchange controls.
But how did Calvi get to Blackfriars Bridge? Given that he never
In January 1979 the magiswalked on the scaffolding and that the pathway leading to the scaffoldtrate who had taken on the
ing was then an impassable building site, the only possible conclusion
case was murdered, the first in a series of deaths surrounding Calvi. was that he had come by boat. But from where? A hint came after weeks
And in July 1979 a Milan lawyer, appointed liquidator to one of reviewing documents deposited with the Calvi family’s lawyers in
Sindona’s collapsed banks, told investigators he had discovered that Milan. One room in their office had files floor-to-ceiling on the case.
Calvi had bought a bank via Sindona as a result of which $6.5 million
One document was a photocopy of a Zurich hotel registration for
had been split between a Milanese banker and an American arch- a reputed Swiss arms dealer reported to have been instrumental in
bishop. Within days the lawyer was shot dead in front of his home.
issuing the instructions for a private plane to bring Calvi to London.
The investigations continued. In June 1980 Calvi was ordered to hand The interesting thing about the form was the residential address it bore:
over his passport and, in May 1981, was arrested. He faced trial three 80 Grove Park Road, SE9. That address, we soon discovered, was occumonths later, and was sentenced to four years; he was released pending pied by a family who had lived there many years. They had clearly never
appeal. The next months saw the IOR – and Marcinkus – admit involveheard of anyone connected with Calvi.
ment with the Banco Ambrosiano’s offshore trusts. Perhaps they had to:
However, I found another Grove Park Road, in west London, which
Calvi’s daughter, Anna, remembers her father telling her that, ‘The had a peculiar relevance. The number of the building given on the hotel
priests must face up to their obligations, otherwise I will be forced to registration form doesn’t exist because the road runs out at number 78.
expose them.’ In the meantime Calvi’s appeal hearing had been set for
But the space after the last building is a slipway into the river – one of
21 June. He was, of course, not alive to attend it.
the few near central London.
I found myself looking down the long, dark tunnel of contemporary
And so, on the night of 10 July 1992, when the tides were almost
Italian history. Between them, Sindona, Marcinkus and Gelli repre- exactly as they had been on the night Calvi died, we reconstructed the
sented the three elements of power that had gradually taken over
last hours of Calvi’s life. Along with Angela Gallop and two of my invesCalvi’s life: the mafia, the Vatican and the secret Italian state. It was
tigators, I left Chelsea Cloisters by car at much the same time we
a formidable combination, so I decided to stand convention on its
believed Calvi had, and travelled to the slipway at Grove Park Road.
head. Faced with a suspicious death, most investigators would start by There we boarded a 30ft cabin cruiser, an ordinary Thames rivercraft,
looking for motive. In this case, the search for motive could only lead
and made our way to Blackfriars Bridge at a speed of six to seven knots.
me into a labyrinth of Italian institutions.
We arrived within ten minutes of the estimated time of Calvi’s death.
Instead, I decided to start with the death itself. Carlo Calvi approved
But where had Calvi been on the odyssey that ended at Blackfriars
my strategy, and so my team set to work finding witnesses, revisiting Bridge? Who had he seen? And perhaps more importantly, who had
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Calvi told his daughter,
‘The priests must face
up to their obligations,
or I will be forced to
expose them’
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From left: the Vatican’s
financial wizard,
Archbishop Marcinkus,
seen here with Pope Paul
VI and Martin Luther King
Jr in 1964; Flavio Carboni
– now named as a suspect
in Calvi’s murder – in
1997; Clara Calvi and her
son Carlo in 1983

There are differing accounts of communications between Calvi and
Carboni over the next 48 hours. What is not disputed is that Carboni
and the Kleinszigs checked into the Heathrow Sheraton for the night of
17 June. Vittor told the authorities he left Calvi at Chelsea Cloisters at
7pm that night to meet Carboni. When he returned at 1am Calvi was
gone. I wanted to know this: had anyone seen Calvi leave the building?
It was the law firm Kingsley Napley, acting for the Calvi family, who in
1989 had told the police that Cecil Coomber, a resident of Chelsea
Cloisters, had actually seen Calvi leaving through the back door of the

building at about 10pm in the company of two Italians. The police
dismissed Coomber’s statement as uncorroborated. Nearly ten years
after Calvi’s death, I interviewed him again and considered him credible.
He was getting on in years, and past the point of seeking attention or
having something to prove. He made no attempt to elaborate on the
simple facts as he recalled them and he had never tried to sell his story.
I organised a team to begin locating everyone resident in Chelsea
Cloisters at the time of Calvi’s death. We found Betty Fuchs, a sprightly
woman still living in the building. At the time of Calvi’s death she ran
the residents’ bar; she remembered that when the report of Calvi’s
death appeared on television Coomber was in the
bar, and said that he had
seen Calvi leave by the back
way with two Italians. It
was, for us, corroboration.
Then there was the mafia.
I and my team were also
investigating which senior
members of the Italian
mafia were resident in
Britain in 1982. My timing
was fortunate. Two pentiti (Italian mafia members who turned state witnesses) were reported in the British and Italian press to have said that
the murder of Calvi had been ordered by an already jailed mafia man
named Pippo ‘The Treasurer’ Calo. They also said that Calo,
a senior mafia figure, had ordered one Francesco Di Carlo to carry out
the murder – though Di Carlo has said that he was not in London at the
time. Di Carlo – known in London criminal circles as ‘Frank the
Strangler’ – has, however, said that he was sought by mafia connections
to commit the crime. When he spoke to his connections, he was, he
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seen him? Three of those Calvi met after he left Milan on 11 June 1982
are among those named as suspects by Roman magistrates – Ernesto
Diotallevi, an antiques dealer involved with a violent criminal gang,
who gave Calvi a false passport; Flavio Carboni, a Sardinian; and
Carboni’s girlfriend Mañuela Kleinszig. Carboni had introduced Calvi
to Silvano Vittor, a small-time smuggler, who flew with Calvi to Gatwick
on 15 June. Carboni, Kleinszig and her sister Michaela arrived in
London the next day and checked into the Park Lane Hilton. Calvi and
Vittor, meanwhile, were ensconced at Chelsea Cloisters – a far cry from
his usual accommodation at Claridge’s.

says, told that someone else had been found to ‘do the job’. In 1991,
though, Di Carlo was serving a 25-year sentence in Britain for importing
60kg of pure heroin. He had been arrested by Customs & Excise. I networked my way to one of the officers involved in his prosecution and we
had lunch in Mayfair. He was openly frightened by the experience of
dealing with Di Carlo and his associates. Nevertheless, I asked him
whether he had any information about Di Carlo’s financial arrangements. With some trepidation, he produced a photocopy of a deposit
slip for one of Di Carlo’s British bank accounts. It was for $100,000. It
was dated 16 June 1982 – the day before Calvi’s death. It may, of course,
have been related to one of Di Carlo’s many legitimate businesses.
All of our evidence was shared with Francesco De Leo, the Italian
magistrate then in charge of the Calvi investigation. Toward the end of
1992, he and I sat in the lounge of the Tower Thistle hotel in London,
and I explained at some length why the death could not have been
a suicide. He smiled and said, ‘You are kicking at an open door.’
Others differed. When we sent a five-volume forensic report to the
then Home Secretary in October 1992, Kenneth Clarke politely replied
that he had ‘no authority to intervene in these matters’. The City of
London Police maintained that they had seen nothing in the report to
change their view.
But the Italian judiciary kept the door open, and at long last four
people have been named as suspects in the death of Roberto Calvi by
the Roman courts – Carboni, Mañuela Kleinszig, Diotallevi and Pippo
Calo. It is reported that other names may shortly follow.

O

ne matter has certainly helped the Calvi family’s cause. The Italian
courts decided to test the forensic experiments I commissioned
from Angela Gallop. Last year they hired Bernd Brinkmann, a German
forensic scientist, to replicate our adventures with the scaffolding and
the shoes. His result was the same as ours.

As for Roberto Calvi’s mentors, they came to intriguing ends. Michele
Sindona died in Vorhea Prison near Milan in 1986 when he drank a cup
of coffee laced with cyanide. Licio Gelli, now 84, was sentenced to 12
years for fraud in connection with the collapse of Calvi’s bank, and is
under house arrest at his villa in Tuscany.
If Gelli’s punishment seems light, it is a circle of hell compared to the
fate of Cardinal Paul Marcinkus. Now 81 years old, Marcinkus was protected for many years within the walls of the Vatican where he was
immune to Italian authorities. (Interestingly, after the collapse of Banco
Ambrosiano, the Vatican denied any culpability, but presented the
creditors of the bank with a gift of $250 million.) More recently,
Marcinkus has been living the life of a golfing retiree in Sun City,
Arizona, where his worst experience has been a hip replacement earlier
this year.
With the announcement of the prosecutions in Italy, life may yet
become complicated for Marcinkus. As Carlo Calvi recently told me: ‘If
I were him, I might be looking for someplace else to live.’
In London, there is now an effort to reconsider the preposterous
suicide theory behind which the police and the Home Office have
hidden for 20 years – the result, I believe, of embarrassing mistakes
in policing rather than masonic conspiracy. The City of London Police
have appointed Detective Superintendent Trevor Smith to pursue new
inquiries. He has already asked Angela Gallop for copies of our 1992
forensic study and is said to be interviewing people in Britain. And his
work will, I hope, build on the facts that I and my team established.
Meanwhile, from his flat in Montreal, Carlo Calvi, now 50 years old,
continues to watch events unfold. It may be that his pursuit of justice
has not been in vain. ●
Jeffrey Katz is the chief executive of Bishop International,
a London-based corporate investigations company

